
The world of access is expanding in all dimensions.

 In today’s enterprise climate, you’re not just securing enterprise applications—you also have to deal with partner and SaaS

 applications, as well as cloud and web APIs. The populations you need to support are growing as well, and the rise in mobile

 devices and adoption of BYOD have made securing access across multiple devices and form factors the new normal.

The good news is, the best standards-based solutions—from web access management and federation, to the cloud

 and mobile APIs—are here to help. Whether you’ve already engaged in the sizeable effort of providing single sign-on or

 you’re just starting your journey and in need of some resources, you're not alone! Many of the world’s largest organizations

 are facing the same challenges and are turning to CA Technologies and Radiant for help. In this upcoming webinar, join us

 as we analyze those challenges for today’s businesses and provide a proven path to your success with web, cloud, and

 mobile SSO.

Don’t miss out!

Time: The Key to Success for Web, Cloud, and Mobile SSO: Federated Access & Federated Identity

Date: Tuesday, September 16, 2014

Time: 11 a.m. PT | 2 p.m. ET

Speakers: Bill Oakes & Chris Wraight, CA; Lisa Grady, Radiant Logic
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Since We’re Talking SSO … Did You Miss these New Resources?
Our federated identity service, based on virtualization, has been a hot topic over the past few months! With RadiantOne, you

 can extend cloud, web, and mobile SSO to all your users and devices!
 

View the slides from our customer presentation at the Cloud Identity Summit featuring Caterpillar Inc.: Using a

 Federated Identity Service for Faster Application Deployment.

Check out Why Federated Access Needs a Federated Identity, a Cloud Identity Summit presentation by Radiant

 explaining the necessary layers within your IdP.

Learn firsthand from another customer experience. Todd Oxford from First Data Corporation shared the ins and outs

 of deploying a federated identity service in Modernizing Web SSO with a Federated Identity Service at Gartner

 Catalyst in August. You can stream the complete session on Gartner Events on Demand.

Last, but not least, see how identity enables business with our own Dieter Schuller in this Identity Relationship

 Management (IRM) Summit presentation, The Rise of Context.

  

  

What Exactly is a Federated Identity Service and Why is it Crucial to Your
 Enterprise’s Success?
Want to go deep into the technical underpinnings of identity and context? We’ve got an eBook for you,

 covering a broad array of topics, ranging from the importance of identity integration and federation;

 how relational, graph, and hierarchies work; why context-driven computing is the next frontier; and

 how you can implement those concepts today using our Context Browser technology. In this booklet

 featuring Radiant CEO Michel Prompt’s most popular blog posts, discover why and how modern

 enterprises can get a complete and contextual view of their information.
  

» Zen and the Art of Identity Federation eBook
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